Jon Rouse – Chief Officer

Greater Manchester: a snapshot picture
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A comprehensive framework for transformation
underpins GM’s Strategic Plan
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Population Health Transformation

Creating dementia-friendly pharmacies

Sport England MOU
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Health as a social movement
• Connecting and catalysing a social movement
for cancer prevention – what we are doing…
• Recommendation – the golden thread through
the six principles for new care models
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Cultural & people integration: Human to human, individual to team, team to team - local staff moving towards a single organisation
Financial Integration: Capitated budgets for a defined population with aligned incentives developed within longer term contracts
Systems and operational integration: shared IT & systems supported with robust governance arrangements

Acute & urgent
care

Standardising Acute & Specialised Care
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Standardising Clinical Support Services and Corporate Functions
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Enabling Better Public Services
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IM&T Strategy and Vision
• The GM IM&T strategy has residents and patients at its centre
ensuring services support choice, control and independence
• GM will deliver a different way of viewing information and the
importance of sharing data is key to a new relationship between
residents and public services
• It starts with the need for better services focused on early
intervention and prevention enabled by technology
• The GM IM&T Strategy will enable residents to have greater access,
ownership and responsibility over their own data
• The GM IM&T strategy will generate multiple ways for residents to
interact with the health and social care system
• Staff will be empowered through holistic electronic patient records
available at the point of care, creating a more nuanced, accurate
and safe health and social care system
• Will sit alongside wider GM public reform of IM&T as part of GMConnect programme
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GM IM&T Strategy – The 5 PILLARS
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WHAT ARE THE STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES?
In order to deliver this vision, a new function will need to be created that should operate to a set of agreed strategic principles. The proposed principles are to
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Assign clear accountability for leading information sharing
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Utilise modern and flexible methods and technologies
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Start with the premise of a duty to share equal to a duty to protect
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Be outcome led to ensure a focus on value and impact
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Build trust and confidence between residents, communities and local authorities
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Minimise duplication and encourage re-use
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Support a place based approach to service delivery
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Drive a single comprehensive view and common understanding of the data and
approach to sharing

‘You Can’t Always Break Down Information Silos, But You Can
Increase and manage
secure accessibility of
Them.’
5 Connect
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Align with and enable Greater GM’s ICT and Digital strategies
data and information

Christiaan W. Lustig, Communications Architect and Consultancy
Establish a user centric (resident and worker/authorities) approach to service
6 Director at Sabel Communicatie, Netherlands
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Leverage value by extending data sharing to include Open Data
delivery
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Our Governance
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Making it Real

Cancer

Disabilities

Mental health

Local/Integrated Care Organisations
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For further detail go to:
www.gmhsc.org.uk
@GM_HSC
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